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A B S T R A C T 

The definition of Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) models for large complex structures is 
highly conditioned by the classification of the structure elements into a set of coupled 
subsystems and the subsequent determination of the loss factors representing both the 
internal damping and the coupling between subsystems. The accurate definition of the 
complete system can lead to excessively large models as the size and complexity in
creases. This fact can also rise practical issues for the experimental determination of the 
loss factors. This work presents a formulation of reduced SEA models for incomplete 
systems defined by a set of effective loss factors. This reduced SEA model provides a 
feasible number of subsystems for the application of the Power Injection Method (PIM). 
For structures of high complexity, their components accessibility can be restricted, for 
instance internal equipments or panels. For these cases the use of PIM to carry out an 
experimental SEA analysis is not possible. New methods are presented for this case in 
combination with the reduced SEA models. These methods allow defining some of the 
model loss factors that could not be obtained through PIM. The methods are validated 
with a numerical analysis case and they are also applied to an actual spacecraft structure 
with accessibility restrictions: a solar wing in folded configuration. 

1. Introduction 

The use of new materials and manufacturing processes has led to an increase of spacecraft structures size and complexity 
and also to a higher interest in their response at higher frequencies. One of the most widely used formulations for the high 
frequency range is Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) [1 ]. SEA sets a system power balance as a function of a set of loss factors 
representing the internal damping and the coupling between subsystems (defined as a collection of natural modes with 
similar characteristics of each element of the system [ 1 ]). A fundamental assumption of the SEA theory is that an SEA model 
or system should include all the interacting elements that have to be defined in terms of SEA subsystems. This allows us to 
take into account all the possible power transmission paths involved. In this sense and, specially, for complex structures, the 
selection of the minimum number of elements that takes into account all relevant power flows is an important issue. 

If all the elements that interact among them are not included in the analysis then the system considered is incomplete. 
For example, if the surrounding air or some interior inaccessible elements are not included. The response of such an 



incomplete system is ruled by a smaller model that may not define a proper power equilibrium. This case can be extended 
straightforwardly to the definition of smaller models in large and complex structures. Complex systems are usually com
posed of elements with a different level of interest from the point of view of the response. Elements of a system can be 
classified in: primary ones, if their response is of high interest; and secondary ones, if their response is of low interest from 
the engineering point of view. The development of models focused on the primary elements leads to smaller and easier to 
use models. 

If only the primary elements are considered as subsystems, their internal loss factors (ILF) and coupling loss factor (CLF) 
should take into account the interaction with secondary elements if the power flow involved is significant. As it will be 
shown, this fact has influence in both the direct problem (the system response is calculated from the power input) and the 
inverse problem (determining the model loss factors from the system response). For systems with significant interaction 
between primary and secondary subsystems, a new formulation is presented. The formulation is based on the definition of a 
set of effective loss factors and a reduced SEA loss matrix that allows for this interaction to be defined. 

For both complete and incomplete systems, the determination of the loss factors of an actual complex structure is the 
main and first issue to define an SEA model. For simple elements an analytical [1] or numerical approach [2] can be con
sidered. However for an actual structure the feasible and standard approach is based on in situ measurements to determine 
the system power balance. The first proposal to determine experimentally the loss factors was the Power Injection Method 
(PIM) proposed by Bies and Hamid [3] followed by some alternative equations to deal with numerical problems [4,5]. PIM 
and all derived techniques lie in the measurement of the whole system power balance for different power inputs (as many 
as subsystems are considered). 

This requirement may not be fulfilled for a complex structure because some elements have accessibility restrictions for 
exciting them or measuring their response [6,7]. If this is the case, a direct application of PIM is not possible and some 
alternative formulations would be needed. The Power Coefficient Method (PCM) [8] does not require the measurement of 
the input power but the measurement of the system response. This method allows us to define an alternative SEA model 
based on the power coefficients instead of loss factors. Another alternative is based on a transmissibility formulation [9] 
which does not require the measurement of the power input although it requires to know the internal or total loss factors of 
the subsystems being analysed. The present work describes alternative approaches to determine the coefficients of the SEA 
model for cases of partial excitation or partial measurement, whose analysis could not be addressed by PIM and techniques 
alike. 

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the formulation of SEA models for incomplete systems is presented. The 
usual approach is compared with a new formulation based on reduced SEA models. In Section 3 alternative methods are 
presented to determine the model matrix coefficients for cases in which not all the elements can be measured or excited. In 
Section 4 a numerical study case is presented to validate the formulation and methods presented. In Section 5 an application 
case consisting on an actual solar wing is analysed by means of the new methods. The conclusions derived from the work 
are summarised in Section 6. 

2. SEA models of incomplete systems 

Prior to the classification of the system sub-structures into a set of subsystems, the limits of the system itself have to be 
defined. For a system to be considered complete, it has to include all the elements that interact between them. In other case, 
the definition of the system is incomplete and some interaction is left out of the system. For a complete system of ns 

subsystems the SEA theory expresses the power balance within the system, in a frequency band centred in to, in terms of the 
power balance for each subsystem i: 

Pi = <»iiiEi + m 2 (lijEi - J7jj£j) i = 1: ns 

J = 1 

jVi ( 1 ) 

where P,- stands for the input power due to external loads, £,- and £, are the energies of subsystems i and j respectively, r]H is 
the ILF of subsystem i and rjtj (rjji) is the CLF from subsystem i (j) towards subsystem j (i). 

The power balance of the system in a frequency band centred in a> can be expressed then as 

E = <»LE (2) 

where P and E are vectors composed of the ns input powers into each subsystem and their energies respectively, and L is the 
SEA loss matrix of the model, whose coefficients are defined from the loss factors as 

I>* i=i 
k=\ 

•m {±i (3) 

Although the SEA formulation leads to significantly smaller models than those methods based on low frequency 



formulations as finite element models (FEM), the increase in size and complexity of the structures leads to relatively large 
SEA models. This fact leads to practical problems for defining and characterising the interaction between the different 
subsystems. Also, in large systems their elements can usually be classified in terms of the interest in their response and also 
in terms of their influence on the whole system performance (as primary and secondary elements). To develop a smaller 
model focused on these primary subsystems two different approaches can be considered that are presented in the following 
sections: first, the current usual procedure based on defining a smaller model erasing the equations and terms of the 
secondary subsystems [10] (assuming they can be neglected) and second, a new formulation to define a reduced model that 
takes into account explicitly the secondary elements. 

2.1. Truncated SEA models 

If the subsystems that make up a system are classified into primary and secondary subsystems, Eq. (2) can be partitioned 
into 

'A \ _ L/w LAO \ ^A\ 
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where subscripts A and 0 stand for the na primary subsystems to be analysed and the n0 secondary subsystems to be 
omitted. 

The usual procedure to reduce the analysis model size is to use the corresponding submatrix LM 

VA = OJLMEA (5) 

Therefore, the coefficients of the truncated model LM are 

' "a n0 

lAAij- 1 r = l 

lAjAi i*J ( 6 ) 

Although the truncated model is focused on the primary (analysed) subsystems, Eq. (6) shows that the power flow from 
the analysed to the omitted subsystems is taken into account through the second term in the diagonal coefficients. 
Nevertheless it does not include the whole interaction between both types of subsystems as the off-diagonal entries in Eq. 
(6) include only the direct interaction between analysed subsystems. That is to say, the coupling between the primary and 
secondary subsystems is taken into account by an increase of the value of the total loss factors (TLF) that accounts for all the 
power getting into the secondary subsystems. 

For those cases in which the power flow from analysed subsystems through omitted ones is negligible, the truncated 
model provides an adequate model of the system. By contrast, the truncated model LAA may not reproduce adequately the 
system response if the contribution of the omitted subsystems through higher order paths is noticeable. In such cases, the 
interaction between analysed subsystems would be underestimated in the response calculation (direct problem), as it would 
not include the indirect contribution through omitted subsystems. If the system parameters are being calculated (inverse 
problem), the internal loss factors of the analysed subsystems would be overestimated. 

2.2. Reduced SEA models 

As stated, previous method can lead to reduce the accuracy of the model parameters and it does not retain explicitly the 
influence of the omitted subsystems. A new formulation based on a reduced SEA model is presented in this section to 
overcome these problems. A model reduction technique [11] is used to define a smaller SEA model for the balance between 
the input powers and the energies of the analysed subsystems. 

The static reduction scheme formulated by Guyan [12] is used on the assumption that the input power to the secondary 
subsystems is null. This hypothesis is referred to the external loads only and it is feasible in large complex structures whose 
internal elements are only subjected to external loads. For example, internal elements in spacecraft structures that are not 
directly exposed to external acoustic loads; secondary structures in train wagons not supporting equipments or interior 
panels in ships. 

If the input power to the n0 omitted subsystems is null (Pg = 0) their energy can be solved from the lower block of Eq. (4) 

JLo = - LQOLOAEA (7) 

Introducing Eq. (7) into the upper block of Eq. (4) the power balance of the system reducing out the n0 omitted sub
systems is expressed as 

PA = OJL"O)EA (8) 

where 



L<«») = LM - Uo^oh^OA (9) 

is the reduced SEA loss matrix of order (n0). 
Unlike the truncated model, the reduced model retains explicitly the contribution of the omitted subsystems, since the 

coefficients of the reduced SEA loss matrix are based on the loss factors of both analysed and omitted subsystems. This 
formulation also provides the definition of the model coefficients for any selection of analysed and omitted subsystems, 
given that the omitted ones are not excited. Moreover, as the reduced SEA loss matrix is defined through operations on 
submatrices of an SEA loss matrix it might not satisfy the sign pattern of the SEA loss matrix coefficients. 

The coefficients of the reduced SEA loss matrix can be defined through a recurrence relation starting from the SEA matrix 
of the complete system, i.e. reduced SEA loss matrix of order (0). If only one subsystem is reduced in each step LAO and Lew 
become column and row vectors respectively and Loo is the total loss factor of the omitted subsystem. Then in each re
duction step Eq. (9) becomes an algebraic operation. For a general case of reducing k subsystems, assuming that the sub
system to be reduced is placed on the last row/column of the SEA loss matrix, and for a system of ns subsystems of which na 

are analysed and n0 = ns - na are omitted, the coefficients of the reduced SEA loss matrix of order (fe) are 

/ ( k - l ) i ( k - l ) 

f = ltV' ~ U „k I U = l : n f l ; t = nfl + l; andk = l : n 0 
' ' l$- > (10) 

Second term in Eq. (10) shows that the contribution of the omitted subsystems is taken into account not only on the 
diagonal coefficients (as it was the case in the truncated model) but also in the off-diagonal elements. Therefore it takes into 
account the indirect interaction of analysed subsystems through the omitted ones. 

By analogy with the relationship between the loss factors and the coefficients of the SEA loss matrix of a complete 
system, a set of effective loss factors (ELF) of order (fc) are defined. Both the effective internal loss factors (EILF) and the 
effective coupling loss factors (ECLF) of order (fc) are defined from the coefficients of the reduced loss matrix of order (fc) as 

ns-k 

Y l(k) I = J 

4]=\h a 

-If i*i ( 1 1 ) 
It follows that the effective loss factors of order (0), defined from the SEA loss matrix of the complete system, are directly 

related to the damping of the system. 

3. Experimental SEA of reduced SEA models 

Although the coefficients of a reduced SEA model can be defined through the usual approaches already stated, this 
section is focused in its experimental characterisation. Essentially, the different techniques proposed for this Experimental 
Statistical Energy Analysis (ESEA) [10] are based on the Power Injection Method described in [3]. For a set of na analysed 
subsystems, the effective loss factors constitute a set of na unknowns. Therefore na different power balances are needed to 
define the na equations required. The resulting set of na equations can be formulated through matrix algebra as 

P = <BL<"°>E (12) 

where P is a matrix whose columns are the different sets of input powers and E is a matrix whose columns are the 
corresponding sets of energies of the analysed subsystems. 

In this approach the response of all the analysed subsystems must be measured for na different input power sets applied 
on all of them. For large and complex structures with interior structural elements, for instance, air layers, this requirement 
may not be fulfilled and therefore PIM cannot be applied to determine the whole set of loss factors. This section presents a 
new formulation to calculate the effective loss factors of a model from the input powers and energies of a structure for both 
partial excitation and partial measurement. 

To this end, the set of na analysed subsystems is classified into those whose response can be measured and can be 
excited, ne, and those others that can be measured but cannot be excited, nm. It follows straightforwardly that 
ns>na> {ne, nm}. 

For those cases, which the PIM and techniques alike cannot be applied to, two alternative methods are suggested. First, a 
method based on minimising a cost function defined as the norm of the difference between the simulated and measured 
power matrices. Second, a method based on model updating techniques from a starting model subjected to the response 
measured. 

3.1. Complete measurement with partial excitation 

If all the na analysed subsystems can be measured, nm=na, and only a number of them can be excited (or their input 
power cannot be measured), ne < na, then the input power and energy matrices P and E in Eq. (12) are not square any more 



but of size na x ne. Under these conditions an ordinary PIM cannot be used. Nevertheless, the two methods sketched below 
can be used to determine the reduced SEA loss matrix of order n0 = ns - na of size na x na. 

3.1.1. Cost function minimisation method 
This method is based on obtaining the reduced SEA loss matrix that minimises the Euclidean norm defined by: 

^(LCs-no)) = jjp _ ffllfe-""^!! (13) 

This method may include constraints on the solution based on the system characteristics as for example symmetries, 
same ILF for identical elements, or null direct interaction between subsystems. 

3.2.2. Model updating method 
Depending on the system characteristics and the order of the reduced SEA loss matrix, convergence of Ji may be slow or 

infeasible. On the other hand, the study of a structure does not usually start from the scratch but from previous develop
ments that can be used as a prior information. For those cases a second method is proposed to improve a previous model 
jOjs-nn) baSed on model updating techniques [13,14]. An updated model L("s~"a) is calculated minimising the Euclidean norm 

I _ | | l ( n s - n a ) _ l ( n s - n a ) | | 

n - ||L LM || (14) 

subject to the set of power balances measured 

P = «i)L<"s-"">E (15) 
The constraints given by Eq. (15) represent na x ne equations in the elements of the updated model L("s~"a). The Lagrange 

multiplier method [15] can be used then to define an augmented function whose minimisation takes into account the power 
balance measured 

i[(L(ns-n-(LM"na))J+ii 
ij=l i=i j=i 

"a 

(p)«-»i(L(ns-n,(E)fcJ (16) 

Minimising this augmented function with respect to the ij element of the corrected reduced SEA loss matrix (L("s~"a)).. 
gives na x ne equations that allow defining the updated model from the previous one, the Lagrange multipliers and the 
measured energy 

L(%-na) = lto-"°> + ifflAE1 (17) 

Introducing Eq. (17) into Eq. (15) allows obtaining the Lagrange multipliers 

x = JLfp _ ^ - " " ' E W E ) " 1 

(18) 

Introducing this result into Eq. (17) determines the updated reduced SEA loss matrix 

Urts-na) - iCs- ia ) , 
'M -(p-ff lL^-^EWEfV 

a\ M P ' (19) 

Therefore, if all the analysed subsystems are measured in the power balance test (complete measurement), but not all of 
them are excited (partial excitation) this analytical updating rule can be used to improve the initial model from the ex
perimental results. 

3.2. Partial measurement 

If not all the na analysed subsystems can be measured, nm < na, the measured response is determined by the reduced SEA 
loss matrix of order (na - nm) of size nm x nm while the model defined for the na subsystems is larger of size na x na. The 
methods proposed still apply to this case although some considerations have to be taken into account in the definition of 
bothji andj2-

The cost function of the minimisation method depends explicitly on the reduced SEA loss matrix of order (ns - nm) in the 
form of 

^ (LOs-nm)) = | | P - <i)L<"s-"n!>E|| ( 2 0 ) 

Moreover, the second method takes into account both the model to be updated (of size na x na) and the matrix related to 
the power balance of the system measured experimentally (of size nm x nm). For the case of partial measurement the up
dated model L("s~"a) is calculated by minimising the norm in Eq. (14) subjected to the set of power balances measured 

P = <BL<"S-""I>E (21) 



In both cases, matrices P and E are composed of the measured power balances. Both have nm rows corresponding to the 
number of subsystems that can be measured and the number of columns depends on the excitation case: (a) for complete 
excitation (all measured subsystems can be excited) they have ne=nm columns being then square matrices, (b) for partial 
excitation they have ne < nm columns assuming that if the subsystem can be excited then it can be measured. 

3.3. Implementation 

Except for the case covered by the updating law in Eq. (19), which requires to measure all the subsystems analysed and a 
previous model to be updated, a numerical implementation is required. 

Within this work a multi-start heuristic algorithm [16] is used to minimise j \ in Eqs. (13) and (20) and J2 in Eq. (14) 
subject to Eqs. (15) or (21). The algorithm is based on an initial scatter search algorithm [17] combined with an analysis of 
the efficiency of each design space point to provide the global minimum in the following step. Next, a set of gradient based 
NLP (nonlinear programming) solvers is used starting with the selected points until the global minimum of the solution 
space is found. 

4. Validation case 

A reference case is presented to validate the formulation of the reduced SEA loss matrix and the methods used to 
calculate the effective loss factors. The case consists of three parallel identical flat panels separated from each other by air 
cavities. The panels size is 1.0 x 1.25 x 0.005 m and they are made up of aluminium with density 2750 kg/m3. The air layers 
are 50 mm thick. A density of 1.225 kg/m3 and a sound speed of 343 m/s are assumed. 

The complete system is composed of five elements: each panel is modelled as a bending plate subsystem and each air 
layer as an acoustic cavity, an usual model for this type of system is adopted here [18,19]. Fig. 1 shows the blocks diagram of 
the interactions between SEA subsystems. 

This SEA model loss factors - effective loss factors of order (0) - can be defined analytically. The loss factors can be 
defined as found in the literature from: the modal density of the panels [20] and the air cavity [21 ]; the radiation efficiency 
of a panel into an acoustic cavity [22,23] and the reciprocity relationship between SEA subsystems i and j , i.e. n ^ = n,^ 
where nt and n, stand for the modal density of each subsystem. Non-resonant transmission through the panels [18] and 
through the air layers [19] are also included. The internal loss factor of the five subsystems is set to 0.01. 

Hereinafter rjs and rjf stand for the ILFs of the structural panels and the air layers respectively; rjsf {rjfs) stands for the 
resonant transmission from a panel (air layer) to the contiguous air layers (panels); ^ s t a n d s for the CLF between air layers 
due to the non-resonant transmission through the inner panel and rjss is the CLF between panels due to the non-resonant 
transmission through the air layer between them. The SEA loss matrix of the system considering the panels as subsystems 1, 
3 and 5, and the air layers as subsystems 2 and 4 is 

Is + Isf + Iss - Ifs - Iss ° 

- Isf If + 21fs + Iff - Isf - Iff 

- Uss - Ufs Us + 2rlsf + 2rlss - Ufs 

0 -ng - ris{ ri{ + 2f//s + rig 

0 •Vss •nfs 

0 

0 

-Iss 

'Isf 

Us + Isf + Iss (22) 

Reduction according to Eq. (9) where the structural panels are the ones analysed leads to the reduced SEA loss matrix of 
order(2) 
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Fig. 1. The Statistical Energy Analysis model of the validation case. 
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4.1. Partial excitation 

The new methods proposed for the determination of the effective loss factors are intrinsically appropriate to study cases 
of partial excitation unlike the PIM, as described in Section 3. Now, the excitation on the middle panel is considered in-
feasible. Such is the case of interior elements of spacecraft structures or solar wings in folded configuration, for which access 
to the inner area of the middle panels is not possible. Nevertheless, the energy in all the panels is measured. 

The power balance of the system when input power is driven into the outer panels can be calculated by means of the SEA 
loss matrix, Eq. (22), or the reduced SEA loss matrix, Eq. (23). As only the two power balances corresponding to the ex
citation on the outer panels are known, the first method based on the cost functional, Eq. (13), is used to determine the 
effective loss factors of order (2) of the system. 

This method can be used straightforwardly and additional constraints may be included in Ji from any known char
acteristic of the system. For the proposed case, whose panels are identical and so are the air layers, the reduced SEA loss 
matrix of order (2) is symmetric as Eq. (23) shows. Then, the following constraints on the effective loss factors can be 
imposed: 

„(2) (2) 

in ~ in 
„(2)_„(2) 
^23 - ^32 

ig' = ng (24) 

The effective loss factors of order (2) of this system are shown in Fig. 2 as determined by means of J} taking (or not) into 
account these additional constraints on the system characteristics. The results are shown along with the actual value of the 
effective loss factors. 

Results show that the EILF of the excited subsystems (^f and ^f) can be obtained adequately (Fig. 2a) as all the methods 
agree with the reference values. On the other hand, a large bias is found for the EILF of the subsystems that are not excited 
ing) as it is shown in Fig. 2b. On the coupling loss factors, the same influence of the input power is found so that better 
results are obtained for the ECLF values going out from the excited subsystems (Fig. 2c) than for the ECLF going out from the 
not excited ones (Fig. 2d). In all the cases the results obtained are closer to the reference when the restrictions in Eq. (24) are 
used. Finally, regarding the ECLF between the outer panels, Fig. 2e, a large bias is also found. As Eq. (23) shows, this ECLF is 
related to the resonant transmission through the air layers and the non-resonant transmission through the inner panel, that 
is not excited in this analysis case. Therefore the same trend identified on the ECLFs associated to the not excited subsystems 
is expected for this one. 

The difference between the loss factors obtained by means of the minimising error method (taking or not the additional 
constraints) can be evaluated in terms of the energy of the subsystems for a given input power: for instance a unitary power 
input in all the subsystems. This assessment evaluates the influence on the response prediction and can be calculated 
solving the SEA equation, Eq. (8), for the actual values of the loss factors, and the results of each method. The energy of each 
subsystem so calculated is shown in Fig. 3. Energies predicted by application of each method are shown in terms of energy 
levels references to the energy calculated with the actual values of the loss factors. These results show more clearly the 
difference between excited and not excited subsystems. Fig. 3a shows that the response of the excited subsystems can be 
obtained accurately while a noticeable error is expected for not excited ones. The use of additional constraints reduces this 
error although not in all the frequency range analysed, as shown in Fig. 3b. The improvement of the results due to the 
additional information is also found for the excited subsystems reducing even further the error in the subsystems response 
prediction. 

4.2. Partial measurement 

The possibility of using these methods to determine the reduced SEA loss matrix of lower order from the response of a 
given system known in a higher reduction order is studied in this section. This case corresponds to not measuring (because 
of impossibility or choice) all the primary subsystems of main interest, nm < na. In this situation the reduced system is 
modelled by a reduced SEA loss matrix of order (n0) and size na x na while the power balance measured corresponds to a 
reduced SEA loss matrix of higher order (lower size nm x nm). 
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Fig. 2. Effective loss factors of the validation case determined minimising the functional (Ji) with and without including the additional constraints (A.C.) in 
Eq. (24): (a) EILF of the outer panels (excited); (b) EILF of the inner panel (not excited); (c) ECLF from the outer (excited) to inner (not excited) panels; 
(d) ECLF from the inner (not excited) to the outer (excited) panels and (e) ECLF between outer panels (excited). 
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Fig. 3. Energy levels of the three-subsystem model validation case calculated with each method (minimising the functional Ji with and without including 
the additional constraints) for a unitary power input in all the subsystems. Energy obtained by the actual loss factors is used as reference, (a) Energy of the 
outer panels and (b) energy of the inner panel. 



The complete system composed of the three panels and the two air layers is considered in order to determine the SEA 
loss matrix of the system L of size 5 x 5 . The two proposed methods (based on functionals j \ and J2) will be applied to 
different cases. As in Section 4.1, the a priori knowledge of the system characteristics allows defining a set of additional 
constraints on the loss factors solution based for instance on the identical properties of the panels as can be seen in the SEA 
loss matrix, Eq. (22) 

to = to = to = to 

to = to 

to = to 

to = to = to = to 

to = to = to = to = to = to = ° (25) 

that will be used in combination with functional j \ . 
For the validation of the method based onj*2 and model updating techniques, a pre-existing SEA model to be updated LM 

is needed. This model is defined by including a random error (according to a Gaussian distribution with a relative standard 
deviation of 20%) in the reference values of the SEA loss factors. 

Figs. 4a-c show that using a pre-existing model accurate results can be obtained while the determination byj \ mini
misation may produce greater errors in some bands. This conclusion was to be expected as the rank of the solution space is 
higher. Figs. 4d and e show the ILF of the air layers, subsystems that are neither excited nor measured. For this type of 
subsystems the methods proposed allow estimating the ILF. Regarding the first method, the absence of measured data on 
the power transmission from these subsystems leads to a higher variability in order to ensure the fulfillment of the ad
ditional constraints imposed. The second method, based on updating a previous model, improves the results in general 
although it depends on the availability of such model. Figs. 4f-h show the CLF determined. Results show that the methods 
proposed provide a good estimation although the solution rank seems to influence the accuracy. Best results are found for 
the coupling loss factors related to the power transfer from the subsystems analysed. Fig. 4h shows the results of the direct 
interaction between the outer panels. The actual value of this CLF is zero as no direct interaction between them exists. 
Results by means of both methods (minimising j \ or J2) show a level of coupling three orders of magnitude lower than the 
rest of the CLF, which can be improved imposing the additional constraints. 

Results in terms of the subsystems energies show similar findings that for the case of partial excitation. Fig. 5 shows the 
energy levels of each subsystem calculated with each method for a unitary power input referenced to the energy calculated 
with the actual loss factors. Again, results can be classified depending on the type of subsystems during the determination of 
the loss factors with the methods proposed. Energies of subsystems that where considered to be excited (the panels), 
Figs. 5a-c, show good agreement with respect to the energy of the subsystem calculated with the actual values of the system 
loss factors. The results regarding the not excited subsystems (air layers), Figs. 5d and e, show a lower agreement that can be 
improved by the application of the method based on model updating. 

5. Application case 

The applicability of the reduced SEA models and the ESEA methods presented is analysed in this section for an actual 
spacecraft structure with accessibility restrictions: a solar wing in folded configuration. The structure considered is the ARA 
Mark 3 solar wing developed and manufactured by Dutch Space that was studied within the ESA project Vibro-Acoustics of 
Large Deployable Structures (VALDS) developed as a cooperation of Dutch Space BV, TAS-Italy, 01 dB-Metravib and the 
Technical University of Madrid. 

The ARA Mark 3 is a three-panel solar wing that in folded configuration are separated by two air layers of 11 mm 
thickness. The 2.25 x 2.75 m solar panels are 22 mm thick and they are made up of an aluminium honeycomb core and CFRP 
skins sandwich structure. The solar panels are fixed by the Hold Down and Release System (HDRS) comprising a set of six 
structural bushes and four hinges for the wing deployment as shown in Fig. 6. The structure also involves additional ele
ments as the solar cells or the system wiring as it can be seen in Fig. 7. 

Within the VALDS project the Power Injection Method was applied to the solar wing considering the three solar panels as 
subsystems. A successive excitation on three locations of each panel through an electromagnetic shaker was considered to 
simulate a non-contact excitation. The vibrational energy of each panel was measured through a set of accelerometers fixed 
in each panel (ranging from 15 to 21 accelerometers in each panel) [24,25]. 

Applying PIM to the ARA Mark 3 is conditioned, as for other structures stated above, by the accessibility to the middle 
panel. In order to apply PIM, excitation on the middle panel had to be driven in the border of the panel uniquely, as it is 
depicted in Fig. 7. This leads to a different input power spectrum pattern in the middle panel as it is shown in Fig. 8. As Fig. 8 
shows this affects specifically to the higher frequency range, where a difference of two orders of magnitude is found. 

The power balance of the system, measured through the vibrational energy of the three panels, is shown in Fig. 9 for each 
power input. 
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Fig. 4. SEA loss factors of the validation case determined minimising the functional Jt with and without including the additional constraints (A.C.) in Eq. 
(25), and updating a previous model LM from the power balance known for three excitation states on the panels: (a) ILF of the lower outer panel (excited); 
(b) ILF of the inner panel (excited); (c) ILF of upper outer panel (excited); (d) ILF of the lower air layer (not excited); (e) ILF of the upper lower air layer (not 
excited); (f) CLF from inner panel (excited) to upper air layer (not excited); (g) CLF from lower air layer (not excited) to inner panel (excited); and (h) CLF 
from lower outer panel (excited) to upper outer panel (excited). 
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Fig. 6. Sketch of the three-panel solar wing ARA Mark 3 depicting solar panels and HDRS elements. 

5.2. Partial excitation 

If the three solar panels of the ARA Mark 3 are considered as the primary subsystems (na=3) and the whole set of power 
inputs and corresponding energies are considered (ne = nm = 3) then PIM can be used to define the effective loss factors of 
the system of order 3, corresponding to reduce out the air surrounding the solar wing and both air layers. The structural 
excitation of the middle panel gives rise to practical issues related to the fact that the power has to be driven into the plate 
through its edge. This is why the case of partial excitation (only external panels driven) is considered and the cost function Ji 
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Fig. 7. Photography of the ARA Mark 3 during the Power Injection Method test. 
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Fig. 8. Input power into the ARA Mark 3 during the PIM test. (-Q-) lower panel; (-Q-) middle panel; and (-A-) upper panel. 

is used to calculate the effective loss factors from the power balances assuming that only the outer panels are excited. These 
results will be compared with the ones obtained applying PIM to the whole set of measurements. 

The effective loss factors of order 3 calculated both through PIM (considering 3 power inputs) and Ji minimisation 
(considering only 2 power inputs) are shown in Fig. 10. 

The results can be grouped in two different sets: the excited and the not excited subsystems. On the excited subsystems, 
Figs. 10a and c show that the EILF can be obtained accurately by means of the proposed method although only two power 
inputs are taken into account. Regarding the ECLF between the outer (excited) panels, subsystems 1 and 3, Figs. lOd and e, 
show a good agreement (though overestimated). About the not excited subsystems a better result is found for the ECLF from 
excited to not excited subsystems (Figs. lOf and g) than for the opposite ones (Figs. lOh and i). Even so, these latter ECLF 
values may be obtained by means of the reciprocity relationship if the modal density of the subsystems involved is known. 
Finally, as Fig. 10b shows, the EILF of subsystem 2 disagree from the reference values, a further investigation should be 
carried out to find out if this is a limitation of the method or is related to the numerical problems involved in its resolution. 

As shown for the previous cases presented, the energy of the ARA Mark 3 panels is shown in Fig. 11 in terms of energy 
levels calculated with the loss factors determined by means of the error minimising method referenced to the energy 
calculated with the loss factors obtained with the application of PIM. Results lead to similar conclusions to the ones from 
previous cases: the determination of the loss factors with the minimising method from only two input powers provides very 
low disagreement with PIM results for the excited subsystems (Figs. 11a and c). The energy of the not excited subsystem 
(inner solar panel) shown in Fig. l i b shows the largest disagreement as expected from previous cases studied. 
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6. Conclusions 

Although SEA leads to simple mathematical models from the formal point of view, in practice it may present 
problems that make it somewhat cumbersome. One of these issues is the difficulty to obtain the loss factors ex
perimentally, especially the CLF. An ESEA requires that input power is injected (and measured) sequentially in all the 
subsystems, what leads to practical problems related with accessibility and time (large systems). A method to 
overcome this problem is to split the whole system into groups of two or three coupled subsystems, this way a hard 
problem is substituted by a set of easier ones. This method is equivalent to what in this work has been called 
truncation, and it has proven to give good results in areas such as building acoustics. In this paper an alternative 
method is suggested based on matrix reduction techniques. It has the advantage that it maintains the information on 
the energy propagating through the omitted subsystems. Even more, the reduced model is able to estimate the en
ergy (or effective loss factors) of not measured primary subsystems, something impossible with a truncated model. A 
consequence is that these reduced models can replace the complete models in the analysis, provided that they in
clude all the subsystems of interest. As the effective coefficients include the information of the complete system the 
results are related with it and not with the truncated system. On the other hand, as effective loss factors of order (fe) 
are related to actual loss factors, reduced models can be used to estimate the later in structures where the ESEA 
cannot be fully applied using numerical techniques or inverse methods. 

The reduced models have been applied to a solar wing in folded configuration. In this case, input power cannot be 
injected into the air layers, so that a standard ESEA could not be used (apart from the fact that the need to drive power into 
the middle panel makes the experimental set up more complicated). Results show that the ILF of the source subsystems and 
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Fig. 10. Effective loss factors of order 3 of the ARA Mark 3 calculated by PIM and Ji minimisation: (a) EILF of the lower outer panel; (b) EILF of the inner 
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and (i) ECLF from the inner panel to the upper outer one. 
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the CLF going out from the source subsystems are correctly determined. However, the method fails to estimate the loss 
factors of the omitted subsystems (despite, these CLF can be obtained by reciprocity). Despite this fact, the analysis of the 
energy of the system corresponding to the set of effective loss factors determined through each method shows that the 
energy of the excited subsystems can be correctly predicted while the energy of the not excited subsystems shows a much 
lower agreement with the reference response (the actual one for the validation case and the PIM result for the application 
case). This result is expected due to the lower knowledge on the not excited subsystems as no information on the power 
transfer from them is known. Nevertheless, the variability of the results on different frequency bands suggests that nu
merical implications of the methods implementation should be further investigated. From a general point of view, the error 
minimisation method taking into account additional constraints provides the best results if no previous model is available. 
Nevertheless, this method could be used to define the previous model so that the model updating method could be used. It 
is expected that this nested procedure should include the advantages of both methods. 
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